Estimating dose response in chronic toxicity studies: 24-month administration of acrylonitrile in drinking water of Fischer 344 rats.
It is shown that low-dose extrapolation based on observed numbers of animals with tumors cannot be used within the standard frameworks of either toxicological or statistical methods since the conclusions cannot be examined critically with additional experiments. The traditional methods of examining dose response in toxicology are considered, and it is shown that they cannot be used as long as the studies are carried out to the animals' old age and the controls have senile lesions. Traditional multivariate statistical methods are proposed to examine the effect of dose on the shift in senile lesions that is induced by treatment. One method (using standard software for the computation of linear discriminant functions) is then applied to the tumorous and non-tumorous lesions found in this study. It is shown that doses as low as 3 ppm have a statistically significant effect, and 1 ppm is proposed as the "no mean effect level".